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Touchless Security Screening

Evolv Express®
The days of invasive weapons screening
are over.
The days of invasive weapons screening are over.
Screening procedures that rely on metal detectors, hand
wands, and invasive bag checks are slow and manual,
resulting in uncomfortable, and unsafe, crowding.

Introducing the Evolv Express®
AI differentiates personal items from threats.
Unlike traditional metal detectors, Evolv Express uses
advanced sensor technology and artificial intelligence
to screen guests while they walk through at a natural
pace—without stopping and without handing over their
belongings. Express offers a dual lane, free-flow system
proven to operate up to ten times faster than traditional
metal detectors, alerting operators to the presence of
weapons while ignoring harmless personal items like cell
phones, keys, and coins.

See potential threats for faster issue resolution.
When a potential threat is detected by the system, realtime image aided alarms show guards where the potential
threat is located on a person or in his or her bag. This
greatly reduces the amount of physical contact required
and allows guards to act quickly and efficiently.
Prioritize the guest experience.
Families and groups can enter your venue together without
long lines and without invasive checks. It’s a welcoming
experience that maintains dignity and accelerates entry
for your guests and employees while keeping venues and
facilities safe from threats.

Advance a proactive security posture.
With Evolv Insights™, the accompanying web-based and
mobile-enabled analytics application, Evolv Express can
account for its own performance, supporting post-event
analysis and future operational planning. View visitor
arrival curves and alarm rates by entrance, time, and date
to understand where and when the flow of people—and
threat objects—peak. Staff entrances accordingly for a
proactive approach to security and operations.

Only Evolv Express®
Fast and Efficient: Screen 4,000 people per
hour, 10X faster than metal detectors.
Easy to Operate: See where the threat is
located, reducing search time and fatigue.
Flexible and Portable: Ideal for indoor and
outdoor use, easy to set up and move.
Integration: Communicate alerts to other
security technologies across a venue.
Analytics: Support post-event analysis and a
proactive security posture with the Web-based
and Mobile-enabled app.

Integrate with security technologies across your venue.
Easy-to-configure integrations with security technologies
like VMS (video management systems) and Mass
Notification Systems are built into Evolv Express, allowing
critical notifications and alert images to be communicated
to the extended security ecosystem throughout your
venue. Teams at the SOC (Security Operations Center) can
instantly receive verified threats, requests for assistance,
and location information from Express, initiating security
protocols and procedures when a weapon is identified at
the system to better protect your guests and employees.
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Introducing the Evolv Express®
Evolv Express is the world’s first and only touchless
security screening solution that meets all of the postpandemic security screening requirements. Express is
proven to operate up to ten times faster than traditional
metal detectors with its duallane, free-flow entrances
and fusion of new sensor technology and artificial
intelligence. The system is able to spot weapons while
ignoring harmless personal items all while visitors simply
walk through at a natural pace. Families and groups of
people can now walk in together without long lines. It’s a
welcoming experience and allows them to make their way
to the concessions or seats quicker.

About Evolv Technology
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Seeing is believing. Watch our latest video or join one
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We knew our former security screening process would provide challenges
in the pandemic environment,” said Jason White, managing director of
corporate safety and security at Hershey Entertainment and Resorts.
“We’d already been evaluating how we could improve on our guest
screening process and had piloted Evolv Express last fall because the
system could accommodate thousands of people an hour in a frictionless,
nostop flow. As we began formulating the security screening aspect of our
pandemic reopening strategy, it was clear that Evolv Express was the best
solution that could meet our requirements. Our guests and security staff
have been pleasantly surprised at the speed of the touchless screening
experience that largely eliminates manual bag checks. The responsive
customer support and working relationship we have with the Evolv team
is just as phenomenal as their product.”
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